Education
Security Leader
The education sector has never been so competitive. As schools
and universities look to differentiate themselves from competitors
and leverage their reputations to maximise enrolments, the effective
management of safety and security risks looms as a strategic priority.
At the same time, smart campus technologies present opportunities
to derive greater data-driven benefit from security systems than ever
before.
Having been a trusted security risk solutions partner to educational
institutions for decades, we understand the unique safety and
security challenges of the sector and the importance of protecting
institutions and their campuses, students, staff and operations from
disruption and harm.

Visitor management and staff
safety

Cyber security and data
protection

Latest, best in class
technologies

Visitor Management Systems are
fast becoming important tools for
keeping track of contractors and
visitors at schools, particularly for
the purposes of COVID contract
tracing and Health & Safety. A visitor
management system keeps track
of people entering and exiting your
school buildings, keeping a record
of visitors’ names, phone numbers,
people they are visiting, address,
and photograph. Staff safety is just
as important – and potentially more
challenging – offsite, and to support
staff engaging in projects away from
campus we can advise on a range of
remote worker security solutions.

The protection of information by
universities has come under focus
in recent years as a number of
Australian universities have been
subject to cyber security attacks.
These attacks highlight the risks
posed by data breaches and the
potential impact on thousands
of students, staff and research
participants. As a provider of
converged security services, we can
protect your people and facilities –
and your data, including advising
on your organisation’s information
security, data protection and privacy
strategies.

We have deep channel partnerships
with security system vendors
trusted by educational institutions
across Australasia for industry
leading visitor management,
public address, video surveillance
and access control, including
Axis Communications, Genetech,
Milestone, Gallagher, Inner Range,
HealthSafe SecurePass, and many
others. Our partnerships with the
leading manufacturers allow us to
consistently update our offerings
based on market trends and the
latest technological innovations, and
to do so at the most competitive
prices possible.

A Trusted Education
Sector Partner
With an extensive track record in campuses across Australia and New
Zealand, we work at the cutting edge of IP and IoT technologies that
deliver ‘connected’ solutions, such as multi-campus security management
and smart campus safety management:
Multi-campus security
Institutions are often located across multiple campuses, and sometimes
across multiple cities. Historically, each campus’ security systems tended
to be managed independently, but connectivity means that systems across
multiple sites can now be monitored and managed centrally.
Centralised security management platforms provide ‘single pane of glass’

The right solutions
for schools, institutes
and universities.

visibility across your security ecosystem, from access control and video
surveillance to intruder detection and alarms. Physical Security Information
Management (PSIM) systems can integrate these with guarding and patrol,
GIS mapping and analytics systems to provide end-to-end visibility of your
security controls.
Importantly, centralised security management delivers efficiency savings,
anywhere/anytime access, real-time reporting, and business continuity
benefits. Talk to us about how centralised management can enhance your
campus security operations.
Smart campus safety management
The traditional paradigm of good lighting, CCTV and security patrols is a far
cry from what security solutions can offer in the age of the Internet of Things.
Connected security services improve end-user experiences and enable faster
responses to incidents, providing students and their families peace of mind.
For institutions, smart campus technologies provide rich streams of data and
business analytics enabling them to make campus services more engaging,
more efficient, and more sustainable. Our solutions architects are experienced
in the design of security systems that deliver broader business outcomes.
Smart campuses deliver improved security and safety:
•

Student Id and payment integrations improve student experience.

•

Geofencing, smart locks, and smart Id cards improve access control.

•

Digital signage and notifications deliver alerts for quick evacuations.

•

Smart IP video provides behavioural and facial recognition analytics.

•

Smart Lockers and safe car park solutions.

